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Abstract

This work provides a quantitative assessment of helium ion CT (HeCT) for particle therapy 

treatment planning. For the first time, HeCT based range prediction accuracy in a heterogeneous 

tissue phantom is presented and compared to single-energy X-ray CT (SECT), dual-energy X-ray 

CT (DECT) and proton CT (pCT).

HeCT and pCT scans were acquired using the US pCT collaboration prototype particle CT scanner 

at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT). SECT and DECT scans were done with a 

Siemens Somatom Definition Flash and converted to RSP. A Catphan CTP404 module was used 

to study the RSP accuracy of HeCT. A custom phantom of 20cm diameter containing several 

tissue equivalent plastic cubes was used to assess the spatial resolution of HeCT and compare it 

to DECT. A clinically realistic heterogeneous tissue phantom was constructed using cranial slices 
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from a pig head placed inside a cylindrical phantom (ø150mm). A proton beam (84.67mm range) 

depth-dose measurement was acquired using a stack of GafchromicTM EBT-XD films in a central 

dosimetry insert in the phantom. CT scans of the phantom were acquired with each modality, and 

proton depth-dose estimates were simulated based on the reconstructions.

The RSP accuracy of HeCT for the plastic phantom was found to be 0.3±0.1%. The spatial 

resolution for HeCT of the cube phantom was 5.9±0.4lp/cm for central, and 7.6±0.8lp/cm 

for peripheral cubes, comparable to DECT spatial resolution (7.7±0.3lp/cm and 7.4±0.2lp/cm, 

respectively). For the pig head, HeCT, SECT, DECT and pCT predicted range accuracy was 

0.25%, −1.40%, −0.45% and 0.39%, respectively.

In this study, HeCT acquired with a prototype system showed potential for particle therapy 

treatment planning, offering RSP accuracy, spatial resolution, and range prediction accuracy 

comparable to that achieved with a commercial DECT scanner. Still, technical improvements 

of HeCT are needed to enable clinical implementation.
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1. Introduction

In analytical particle therapy treatment planning, highly accurate voxelized information on 

the patient tissue relative stopping power (RSP) is crucial to accurately predict the Bragg 

peak position in the patient[1]. The current clinical procedure is to derive the patient RSP 

map from a single-energy X-ray CT (SECT) by an empirical or stoichiometric calibration 

[2]. This procedure introduces conversion uncertainties in the predicted RSP due to the 

non-bijective relationship between the RSP and the photon absorption coefficient measured 

by SECT [3, 4, 1, 5]. Moreover, no standard calibration protocol among proton therapy 

centers exists, leading to varying center specific range uncertainty [6]. For higher quality 

particle therapy, improved RSP acquisition methods are therefore required.

Two promising modalities have emerged in recent years to provide a more accurate RSP 

map for the clinical practice of particle therapy: dual-energy X-ray CT (DECT) and proton 

CT. DECT utilizes two scans of the patient acquired with different photon energy spectra, 

giving partially complementary information. This provides for improved RSP prediction, 

with several algorithms reported in the literature [7, 8, 9, 10]. Recent simulation studies and 

experimental campaigns have shown DECT based RSP prediction to achieve better than 1% 

mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) [11, 12, 13, 14].

Proton CT (pCT), using the same particles for treatment and imaging, on the other hand, has 

been proposed as a more direct method for RSP estimation. Measuring the integral energy 

loss of protons after traversing the patient enables the computation of the patient’s water 

equivalent thickness (WET), which is the line integral over the RSP. Hence, reconstruction 

of the voxelized RSP map is possible through pCT[15]. The expected improved accuracy 

of pCT over SECT-based RSP prediction, due to the direct nature of the measurement, 

was confirmed in recent experimental studies using plastic samples [16, 17]. Nevertheless, 
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plastic samples provide only a limited basis for comparison due to their poor representation 

of human tissues [18] and the homogeneity of the samples. deJongh et al. [19] conducted 

a relative comparison between pCT and SECT based RSP reconstruction for fresh post-

mortem heterogeneous porcine tissue samples. They report acceptable agreement between 

the two modalities for soft tissue and larger discrepancies in bones.

In 2016, we started an experimental campaign to investigate particle CT with protons 

(pCT) and helium ions (HeCT) in comparison with SECT and DECT at the Heidelberg 

Ion Therapy Center (HIT). While most studies so far focused on pCT due to the more 

widespread availability of proton therapy compared to heavy ion therapy, HeCT has received 

increasing interest recently, as the number of combined proton and ion treatment centers is 

increasing worldwide. This interest in HeCT is founded in the factor-two reduced scattering 

and straggling of helium ions compared to protons, as well as their lower fragmentation and 

dose-per-primary compared to heavier ions [20, 21]. In a recent publication by Bär et al. 
[22], we have presented a comparison of the RSP accuracy of SECT, DECT, pCT and HeCT 

in 16 fresh post-mortem homogeneous tissue samples. Our results indicated comparable 

RSP accuracy between DECT and HeCT at MAPE of 0.61% and 0.68%, respectively, 

compared to RSP reference measurements acquired with a carbon ion beam.

To date, only few experimental studies on helium ion imaging are available, most focusing 

on helium radiography [23, 20, 24, 25], and works on experimental HeCT [26, 27, 22] have 

investigated separately the RSP accuracy, noise and spatial resolution of the reconstructed 

scans. While good RSP accuracy, low noise and high spatial resolution are important image 

quality parameters for treatment plan accuracy, determining their combined effect on the 

dosimetric accuracy requires elaborate consideration [11]. Investigations on the dosimetric 

accuracy of particle CT are limited to simulation studies (see, e.g., Meyer et al. [28]), and no 

in-tissue range accuracy test has yet been performed.

The purpose of the present work was to experimentally explore the range accuracy of 

HeCT compared to DECT, SECT and pCT by providing a clinical-like scenario using a 

post-mortem pig head in a bespoke phantom holder. To provide range accuracy in the 

context of image quality, RSP accuracy and spatial resolution of HeCT were also explored 

with dedicated CT QA phantoms.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Particle CT - Acquisition and reconstruction

To acquire HeCTs of the different phantoms, we utilized the US pCT collaboration 

prototype proton CT scanner [29] at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT) 

experimental cave [30]. The scanner prototype was originally designed and optimized for 

pCT studies at the Loma Linda University Medical Center Proton Treatment and Research 

Center and the Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center. For the current experiment at 

HIT, we also acquired pCT scans with the scanner. A photograph and a schematic sketch of 

the experimental setup are shown in Figure 1.
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The scanner comprises two tracking detectors, one preceding and one following the object 

in beam direction, measuring the position and direction for each particle. The particle’s 

residual energy is measured by a 5-stage scintillator. Each stage of the scintillator is 50.8mm 

in thickness and read out by a single photomultiplier tube (PMT). In total, the energy/range 

detector covers a dynamic WET range of approximately 260mm. The field-of-view of the 

system is 360 × 90mm2 (H×V). A remote-controlled rotating platform enables acquisition 

of CT scans, either in continuous or stepped scan mode. Further details on the prototype are 

published elsewhere, in particular in Johnson et al. [29] and Bashkirov et al. [31].

Helium ion and proton fields were delivered employing the HIT raster scanning method. The 

field size was 100 × 200mm2 for the 150mm diameter phantoms, and 100 × 250mm2 for the 

200mm diameter phantom. The nominal beam energy was 200.11MeVu−1 for helium ions, 

and 200.38MeV for protons. The spot FWHM was 10.2mm for helium ions, and 12.8mm 

for protons. The lateral distance between adjacent spot centers was 3mm. Each field was 

delivered in a single spill of ~4s duration, and used for a single projection. The ~4s pause 

between spills was used to rotate the object. The particle rate was set to ~ 700kHz for helium 

ions, and ~ 1.35MHz for protons. Lowering the intensity further was not yet feasible for 

protons, due to limitations imposed by the HIT nozzle beam monitors that would prohibit 

raster scanning. Hence, ~2.8 and ~ 6.2 million events were irradiated for each projection 

for HeCT and pCT, respectively. Full HeCT scans were acquired from 360 projections, 

separated by 1° steps. For the tissue phantom (Section 2.4), the pCT scan was acquired from 

180 projections due to beam time limitations. As a consequence of the spill structure, a 360 

projection scan took a minimum of 48 minutes to complete.

The dose per scan can be estimated based on the simulation study by Piersimoni et al. [32], 

who, based on a digital version of the pCT prototype, simulated the dose delivered by a 150 

× 80mm2 homogeneous field of helium ions at 200MeV/u impinging on a water phantom of 

80mm height and 150mm diameter. Considering the differences in the delivered number of 

particles and field size, the total absorbed dose to water was ~16mGy for the HeCT scan in 

our study. For the pCT with 180 projection and ~ 6.2×106 particles per projection, the total 

absorbed dose to water was ~4.7mGy.

Prior to the scanning experiments, the detector response, measuring quenched scintillation 

light and being subject to PMT gain and noise pedestal variations, was calibrated to WET 

using a phantom setup of known geometry and RSP. In this prototype phase, the calibration 

needs to be performed once per experiment shift; using an older calibration would result 

in reduced accuracy due to differences in beam/detector setup [33]. Full details on the 

data acquisition, calibration and processing for this detector can be found in the report by 

Schultze et al. [34]. For helium ion imaging, the ΔE-E filter proposed by Volz et al. [27] was 

added to the data processing workflow.

Prior to image reconstruction, the particles were binned to 1 × 1mm2 pixels projection-wise 

for applying 3-sigma filters on WET and angular displacement to remove noise events. 

For image reconstruction, the diagonally relaxed orthogonal row (DROP) block-iterative 

reconstruction method with interleaved superiorization of the total variation norm (TVS) 

[35] was applied. Particle paths were estimated using the optimized cubic spline path 
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formalism [36, 37]. A Feldkamp-David-Kress (FDK) cone beam filtered back projection 

was used as starting estimate for the iterative solver and to identify the object boundary for 

improved path estimation. All scans were reconstructed at 0.977 × 0.977mm2 pixel size and 

slice thickness of 2mm, in agreement with typical radiotherapy treatment planning voxel 

sizes. For the Catphan CTP404 phantom (Section 2.3.1) the DROP-TVS algorithm was run 

with a relaxation parameter of 0.1 and 40 optimization blocks as used by Giacometti et al. 
[38] for the same phantom, and the iterative solver was terminated after 50 iterations. For the 

spatial resolution (Section 2.3.2) and tissue phantom (Section 2.4), a relaxation parameter 

of 0.2 and 200 optimization blocks were used terminating the solver after 20 iterations, as 

found optimal for the spatial resolution phantom in [39].

2.2. X-ray CT - Acquisition and RSP conversion

SECT and DECT scans were acquired with a Siemens Somatom Definition Flash (Siemens 

Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany) dual-source scanner. To acquire SECT scans, the tube 

voltage was set to 120kV, the tube current time product to 215mAs and the field of 

view was 500mm. The scans were reconstructed using a H30s reconstruction kernel. For 

DECT acquisition, the two X-ray sources were run at voltages of 100kV and 140kV (tin 

filtered), respectively. Both tube current time products were 174mAs to keep the total 

image dose the same as for the SECT scan. Image reconstruction was done with a D34s 

reconstruction kernel. The CTDIV ol,16 cm for SECT and DECT was 59mGy. These settings 

were established following a protocol to achieve high quality RSP images [12]. For all 

presented X-ray CTs, the slice thickness was 2mm and the pixel size was 0.977×0.977mm2.

For RSP calibration, we used scans of the Gammex RMI 467 electron density phantom 

(SunNuclear, Melbourne, FL, USA) acquired with the same SECT/DECT protocol. To 

convert the SECT to RSP, we employed the stoichiometric calibration method [2] which 

is the most widely used method in clinical practice [18]. RSP conversion from DECT was 

performed with the image based stoichiometric calibration method presented by Bourque 

et al. [7]. Further details on the RSP conversion from SECT and DECT as applied in 

this study are reported in our previous publication by Bär et al. [22]. Note that these 

conversion methods were initially proposed for proton therapy. However, due to the RSP 

being practically independent of ion type in the energy range used for treatment (especially 

when comparing protons and helium ions), a comparison to the HeCT predicted RSP is not 

relevantly affected by that.

2.3. Image quality

2.3.1. RSP accuracy - Catphan CTP404—A Catphan® (The Phantom Laboratories, 

Salem, NY, USA) CTP404 sensitometry module was used to assess the RSP accuracy of 

HeCT in order to validate the workflow for the experiments with the tissue sample. The 

phantom is an epoxy cylinder (RSP= 1.144±0.001) of 150mm diameter and 20mm height. 

It comprises six different cylindrical plastic inserts of 12mm diameter, placed at a radial 

position of 60mm. In detail, the samples are LDPE (RSP= 0.980 ± 0.002), Delrin (RSP= 

1.359 ± 0.003), Teflon (RSP= 1.790 ± 0.002), PMP (RSP= 0.883 ± 0.002), Polystyrene 

(RSP= 1.024 ± 0.001), and PMMA (RSP= 1.160 ± 0.001). The stated reference RSP values 
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are measurements for this phantom acquired from carbon ion range pull-back measurements 

using the PEAKFINDER (PTW, Freiburg, Germany) water column [38].

The mean RSP ± standard deviation for the HeCT reconstructed images of the CTP404 

sensitometry module was assessed in a cylindrical regions-of-interest (ROI) of 6mm 

diameter and 10mm height in the center of each of the inserts and compared to the reference 

values of Giacometti et al. [38]. We calculated the mean percentage error (MPE) of the insert 

RSPs, defined as 100 × (RSPHeCT − RSPref)/RSPref, of the inserts as well as the MAPE as 

the average of the absolute MPE of all inserts.

2.3.2. Spatial Resolution - CIRS custom phantom—A custom phantom designed 

by Plautz et al. [39] and custom manufactured by CIRS (Computerized Imaging Reference 

Systems Inc., Norfolk, Virginia) was used for investigating the spatial resolution of HeCT 

with an edge spread technique. It is a 200mm diameter cylindrical phantom of 60mm height 

made of CIRS Water-LR water equivalent plastic material (RSP=1.007) and comprises 9 

rectangular inserts (edge length 15 × 15 × 45mm) made from tissue equivalent plastic 

materials: three model tooth enamel (RSP≈1.770), three cortical bone (RSP≈1.685) and 

three lung (RSP ≈ 0.217). In addition, three air gaps (RSP≈0.007) of the same dimension 

as the rectangular inserts are present in the phantom. The given RSPs were calculated from 

the material composition provided by the manufacturer because no measured values for the 

phantom were available. The inserts and air gaps were placed in the phantom at increasing 

radial distances (25mm, 55mm and 80mm) from the center and staggered around on the 

azimuth angle with 30-degree steps. A detailed schematic of the phantom can be found in 

Figure 1 in Plautz et al. [39].

The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for each cube in the phantom was computed using 

a slanted edge spread function technique. First, the oversampled edge spread function was 

acquired in an ROI around each cube edge in the central slice of the reconstructed CT scan. 

It was then fitted with an error function to suppress noise, as described in Gehrke et al. [20]. 

The Fourier transform of the derivative of the fit function yielded the MTF and the average 

MTF for each radial distance from the center was computed. The MTF10% was used as the 

metric for comparison, as done in other works[40, 39].

2.4. Heterogeneous tissue sample

2.4.1. Pig head phantom—An animal tissue phantom was constructed to assess HeCT 

image quality and range prediction accuracy in a more clinically realistic scenario (see 

Figure 2). The phantom holder was a 3D-printed cylindrical container (150mm diameter 

50mm height, 1mm wall thickness), with a central cylindrical compartment (30mm inner 

diameter, 1mm wall thickness), and made from VeroClear (Sculpteo, Villjuif, France) 

epoxy. Two fresh post-mortem pig head halfs were collected from a local butcher, and 

an approximately 40mm thick slice around the brain cavity of the cranium was sawed out 

from each half. The two slices were placed in the phantom container such that the central 

cylindrical compartment was located within the brain cavity of the cranium. The tissue was 

fixed in place with a 2% agarose-water gel mixture, ensuring that the liquid agarose-water 

mixture was cooled enough not to alter it. Small air enclosures, especially at the nasal 
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cavities, could not be avoided. The phantom was then sealed with a 3D printed lid, leaving 

access to the central cylindrical insert. The cylindrical insert, custom manufactured by CIRS 

from brain equivalent plastic, hosted a rectangular cavity (10×15×30mm3; T×W×H) to 

hold a stack of radiosensitive films for range reference measurements. The final phantom 

is shown in Figure 2(a) and a slice of a SECT scan (in HU) is shown in Figure 2(b). 

HeCT/pCT scans and range reference measurements were acquired at night, the SECT/

DECT scans were acquired the following midday. Between measurements, the phantom was 

stored in a fridge to avoid decay.

2.4.2. Range measurement—To acquire a range reference measurement within the 

phantom, we placed 36 ((14.2 ± 0.25) × (29.4 ± 0.25)mm2) Gafchromic™ EBT-XD 

radiosensitive films in the central compartment of the cylindrical insert. Each film had a 

physical thickness of 0.275mm as reported by the vendor[41]. We positioned the phantom 

such that the center of the film stack was in the laser isocentre and irradiated the setup with 

a proton pencil beam of 15.0mm FWHM at nominal initial energy of 105.43MeV (84.67mm 

range in water) in 5 full spills at a beam intensity of 4×108protons/s. A proton beam was 

chosen to keep dose response quenching in the films to a minimum; The energy of the 

proton beam was set to approximately place the proton Bragg peak in the film stack center. 

To assess the reproducibility of the experimental results, we performed two independent film 

experiments.

We scanned the films with an Epson Expression 10000XL (Epson, Suwa, Japan) scanner six 

days after the irradiation. Each film was kept individually in a closed envelope in a light 

tight drawer between irradiation and scan. To evaluate the scans, we followed the procedure 

by Martisikova and Jäkel [42]: first, we evaluated the mean pixel value (PV) in the red color 

channel of an unirradiated film kept alongside the irradiated ones in a central rectangular 

ROI of 11 × 26mm2. In the same way, we evaluated the PV for each of the 36 irradiated 

films. In addition, we acquired a background (BG) image of the scanner. The net optical 

density (nOD) of film i ∈ {1 . . . 36} was calculated as:

nODi = log PVunirr.  − PVBG
PVi − PVBG

(1)

To calibrate the dose response, we irradiated reference films from the same batch with 

40×40mm2 homogeneous fields of 105.43MeV protons. The doses to the films were 

approximately 1.5Gy, 3Gy, 6Gy and 12Gy. The films’ nOD was evaluated as above, and an 

nOD-to-dose calibration function was derived as described by the EBT-XD user manual[41]. 

No additional correction for quenching effects was performed. The film RSP was estimated 

from HeCT to be 1.231±0.002, where the uncertainty refers to the standard error of the 

mean.

2.4.3. Registration—For comparing the CT scans of the tissue phantom, 3D-3D rigid 

registration was performed. For that, the RSP converted SECT and DECT scans were 

registered onto the HeCT reconstructed scan of the tissue phantom using the 3DSlicer[43] 

toolkit (www.slicer.org) based on image intensity.
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2.4.4. Monte Carlo simulated range—To evaluate the accuracy of HeCT based 

range prediction against the other modalities, we conducted Monte Carlo simulations of 

the setup with the Geant4 particle transport toolkit [44] (v10.2-p.3). For each modality, 

the registered RSP scans (see Section 2.4.3) were used to create a voxelized phantom 

geometry utilizing theG4PhantomParametrization class provided by the Geant4 toolkit. 

The CT geometry was modeled as water with density adjusted to the voxel RSPs 

(water elemental composition from NIST database [45], and ionization potential of 78eV 

following recent recommendations [46]). In addition to the phantom, the HIT beam 

monitoring system and the air between nozzle and isocenter were considered in the 

simulation in the form of a slab of 3.05mm WET [47]. To match the experimental 

conditions of the Gafchromic film measurement (see Section 2.4.2), the proton beam 

was generated as a Gaussian pencil beam of 15.0mm FWHM and 105.43MeV initial 

energy (monoenergetic) directly at the entrance of the nozzle water slab. For each 

run, 105 primary protons were simulated. The following physics lists were active in 

the simulation: G4EMStandard_option4 and G4EMExtraPhysics for accurate modelling 

of electromagnetic processes, G4HadronElasticPhysics, G4HadronPhysicsQGSP_BIC_HP 
and G4IonBinaryCascadePhysics to model elastic and inelastic nuclear interactions, 

G4DecayPhysics and G4RadioactveDecayPhysics to model particles and their decay, and 

G4StoppingPhysics to model nuclear capture at rest. A step limit of 0.1mm was set within 

the voxelized geometry, and production cuts (affecting electrons and photons) were set to 

0.5mm.

In the simulation, the energy deposit of the particles in the film stack was scored in an 

ROI of 11mm width, 26mm height and 9.9mm thickness, and binned to a 1-D histogram 

(0.275mm bin width) along the beam direction. The ROI was placed such that its entrance 

coincided with the edge of the first pixel row corresponding to the film stack in the CT scan. 

In addition, we recorded the dose to each CT voxel to compare the predicted proton dose 

distribution for the different CT modalities.

2.4.5. Range estimation uncertainty budget—The alignment of the ROI for range 

evaluation in simulation and the actual position of the film stack is subject to an uncertainty 

of half the CT voxel dimension, i.e., ~ 0.5mm×RSPfilms in the beam direction. In addition, 

the WET of the nozzle and air to isocenter is subject to an uncertainty of ±0.1mm 

[48]. Finally, range variations from accelerator fluctuations can occur, with reference 

measurement from our center quoting a systematic offset of 0.3mm. While we corrected 

the analysis for this systematic offset, a ±0.3mm uncertainty is included in the uncertainty 

of the reference measurement to acknowledge potential fluctuations. Additional uncertainty 

resides in estimating the films’ RSP through HeCT. This is negligible, however, due to the 

small thickness of the film stack: Even a 1% systematic error would result in less than 

0.1mm uncertainty of the total WET of the stack. The overall uncertainty of the reference 

measurement was determined to be ±0.69mm by quadratically adding the above uncertainty 

sources. To estimate the uncertainty resulting from positioning of the phantom, for each 

modality, we repeated the range simulations for ±1mm lateral translations (horizontal and 

vertical) and ±1° rotations (horizontal). A min/max region around the range estimate for 

each modality was then determined from the seven simulations.
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3. Results

3.1. RSP accuracy

Figure 3(a) shows a slice of the reconstructed experimental HeCT of the Catphan® CTP404 

sensitometry module. Figure 3(b) shows the RSP accuracy. For each insert the MPE was 

better than 1%. The MAPE over all inserts was 0.30% with standard error of the mean being 

0.1%. The average standard deviation in the insert ROIs, representing the inter-pixel noise, 

was 0.37%. A detailed investigation of the RSP accuracy as function of dose, number of 

projections, and DROP-TVS parameters is provided in Appendix A.

3.2. Spatial resolution

Figure 4 shows a HeCT reconstructed slice of the custom spatial resolution phantom. The 

MTF10% was 5.9±0.4lp/cm for the central, 7.5±0.4lp/cm for the middle, and 7.6 ± 0.8lp/cm 

for the peripheral cubes, where the given uncertainty corresponds to the standard deviation 

of the MTF10% estimates from the four cubes. For comparison, the spatial resolution of the 

DECT scan acquired with clinical settings was 7.7±0.3lp/cm for the center, 7.6±0.2lp/cm for 

the middle and 7.4±0.2lp/cm for the peripheral cubes.

3.3. Heterogeneous tissue sample

Figure 5 depicts HeCT, DECT, SECT and pCT reconstructed slices of the custom pig-head 

phantom. Visually, all four modalities performed similarly. Note that the pCT scan was 

acquired from 180 projections at 2° steps, in contrast to the 360 projections available for 

HeCT. A HeCT reconstruction from only 180 out of the available 360 projections for better 

comparison with the pCT scan is provided in Appendix B.

Figure 6 presents line profiles through each of the reconstructed CT slices shown in Figure 

5. HeCT and DECT reconstructions agree with each other, although DECT depicts some 

noise spikes. SECT gives similar results in soft tissues compared to HeCT, but much larger 

values for bones, and significantly lower RSP for the central film inserts. pCT is similar 

to HeCT, but cannot resolve small bone features for which it produces smaller RSP when 

compared to HeCT or DECT. This limitation is related to the protons’ scattering as well as 

the limited angle reconstruction.

Figure 7 shows the relative percentage difference in RSP between HeCT and the other 

modalities after rigid registration. The selected slice is the same as that shown in Figure 5. 

For each voxel, the percentage difference was calculated as (RSPHeCT − RSPx)/(RSPHeCT), 

where x stands for each of the other three modalities. For better comprehensiveness of the 

difference maps, the air and the phantom holder (for the photon based modalities) outside a 

75mm radius from the center were masked.

The comparison to DECT shows slightly lower mean RSP values in HeCT, with the mean 

percentage difference ± standard deviation in a central cylindrical ROI of 60mm radius and 

8mm height, i.e., representing the heterogeneity of the phantom, being (−0.40 ± 8.34)%. 

Compared to pCT, HeCT reconstructs slightly larger RSP values, at a mean percentage 

difference of (0.37±6.05)%. The largest difference was observed comparing HeCT to SECT. 
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Here, large relative differences exceeding several percent were present in small cortical bone 

features, with the mean difference being (−2.25 ± 9.2)%. Moreover, the difference map 

shows a tendency for overestimated RSP values in SECT towards the phantom periphery, 

which is likely due to beam hardening. Larger relative errors are also present at air gaps, 

where even small absolute differences in RSP result in comparatively large relative errors 

due to the small RSP of air. In all three difference maps, rings in the relative difference can 

be seen, albeit most prominently in the HeCT-pCT difference map, corresponding to ring 

artefacts present in the particle CT image reconstructions.

3.4. Range accuracy

Figure 8a) shows the simulated dose of the proton pencil beam overlayed on the HeCT 

reconstruction of the pig head sample. The dose was normalized to the pencil beam peak 

dose. Figure 8b)–d) shows the difference of the dose estimates in percent based on HeCT 

and that of DECT, SECT and pCT, respectively, relative to the HeCT based simulated peak 

dose of the proton pencil beam. Comparing HeCT and DECT, dose differences in the distal 

fall-off of the pencil beam can be seen, indicating a slightly lower range for the DECT based 

simulation. For both SECT and pCT, larger dose differences were observed over the full 

distal falloff of the proton pencil beam. For SECT, the differences indicate an undershoot, 

for pCT an overshoot compared to HeCT.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the depth-dose profile between prediction from the 

simulations based on each CT modality and the dose recorded by the EBT-XD films. 

Peak-to-peak distances were measured on a WET scaled range, where simulated depth-

dose profiles were scaled by the film RSP found within the respective modality, and the 

reference was scaled by the HeCT determined RSP. The gray shaded region around the 

film measured depth-dose profile indicates the WET uncertainty from the uncertainty budget 

considerations (see Section 2.4.5). The error bars of the reference measurement indicate the 

difference between the two individual measurements used to generate the reference curve. 

The shaded areas around the simulated depth-dose profiles indicate the min/max region for 

all simulations performed considering potential lateral/rotational misalignment.

The observed peak-to-peak distance was (−0.22±0.15)mm WET for the HeCT proton pencil 

beam simulation, (−0.38±0.25)mm WET for DECT, (0.33±0.16)mm WET for pCT and 

(−1.19 ± 0.20)mm WET for SECT. The given uncertainty corresponds to the standard 

deviation of the peak-to-peak distances obtained from the budget uncertainty simulations 

(Section 2.4.5). Relative to the proton beam range, the observed peak-to-peak distances 

correspond to a percentage range accuracy of (−0.25 ± 0.18)% (HeCT based), (−0.45 ± 

0.29)% (DECT based), (0.39 ± 0.19)% (pCT based) and (−1.40 ± 0.24)% (SECT based). 

In terms of the 80% fall off, the relative differences were (−0.29±0.14)% for HeCT, 

(−0.46±0.16)% for DECT, (0.39 ± 0.13)% for pCT and (−1.47 ± 0.12)% for SECT. The 

differences between HeCT, DECT and pCT compared to the film measured range were 

within the experimental uncertainty.
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4. Discussion

In this work, we presented an analysis of the image quality and range accuracy achievable 

with helium ion imaging. Two plastic phantoms enabled us to assess and quantify RSP 

accuracy and spatial resolution. A custom animal tissue phantom allowed us to explore the 

image quality of HeCT in a fully clinically realistic case and enabled a proof-of-concept 

range accuracy comparison to pCT, SECT and DECT.

4.1. Image quality of HeCT

The HeCT RSP accuracy for the CTP404 sensitometry module was demonstrated to be 

(0.30 ± 0.37)% in this work, slightly better than what we reported in our previous work 

on helium imaging [27], where the HeCT acquisition was limited to 90 projections. We 

find the RSP accuracy and noise to depend not only on dose, but also on the specific 

DROP-TVS reconstruction parameters used, where in general, a larger image dose (i.e., 

more recorded events) required more iterations for the solver to converge for otherwise equal 

reconstruction parameters. Especially, we found the previously reported number of iteration 

(8 in Giacometti et al.[49]) to correspond to a maximum in MAPE, but a minimum in the 

image noise for the Catphan CTP404 phantom (see Appendix A). Since the convergence of 

the iterative solver is central to the accuracy/precision of reconstructed RSP values, as also 

noted by Hansen et al. [50], further optimization of the DROP-TVS parameters may lead to 

further image quality improvements. Such an optimization was, however, out of the scope of 

the present work.

The spatial resolution of the HeCT was found comparable to that of the treatment planning 

DECT scan (Figure 4). Only in the center of the 20cm diameter phantom, where the path 

estimation uncertainty is largest, the spatial resolution was somewhat reduced. With an 

ideal tracking geometry, the maximum uncertainty in the path estimation would reach up 

to ~0.25mm for 200MeV/u helium ions traversing 20cm of water. This would correspond 

to a theoretical spatial resolution limit of approximately 10lp/cm [21]. As this is above 

the limitation arising from the applied ~1mm pixel size, one would in principle expect 

the spatial resolution for HeCT to be the same everywhere in the phantom. The reduced 

spatial resolution in the phantom center for HeCT in this work may be explained from the 

uncertainty of the tracker system, and the distance between the trackers and the phantom, 

as this is known to negatively influence the path estimation [51]. Moreover, similar to 

the discussion above, the spatial resolution is subject to the DROP-TVS reconstruction 

parameters, and further optimization might be possible.

4.2. Heterogeneous tissue phantom

An important and novel aspect of this study was the range accuracy achievable with HeCT 

in clinically realistic heterogeneous tissue phantom. For the heterogeneous tissue phantom, 

HeCT provided a similar visual image quality compared to SECT and DECT, which will 

make the application in clinical routine straightforward. It is necessary to keep in mind that 

the contrast of particle CT is that of the tissue RSP, which lacks the relatively large contrast 

between bone and soft tissue of X-ray based CT modalities.
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Quantitatively, differences between the HeCT reconstructed RSP and that of the other 

modalities were similar to what has been observed in our previous work on individual 

homogeneous tissue samples in our companion study [22]. In the current work, the range 

prediction based on HeCT achieved high accuracy, with a peak-to-peak distance of −0.25 

± 0.18% compared to the reference measurement. This was slightly better than pCT 

and DECT, which yielded a peak-to-peak accuracy of 0.39±0.19% and −0.45±0.29%, 

respectively. The distal dose falloff predicted by pCT most closely resembled the film 

measurement. It has to be mentioned that there are LET-dependent quenching effects in the 

film dose response, which increase towards the end of the range of the protons, resulting in 

an underestimation of the peak dose. Since the peak dose was used for normalization of the 

curves, the dose in the plateau is slightly higher in the film measurement compared to the 

simulated dose. Overall, HeCT, DECT, and pCT achieved better than 1mm accuracy, within 

the range uncertainty accepted anyways for accelerator quality assurance measurements. 

The observed differences would thus not be clinically relevant. SECT had the largest range 

prediction error with a peak-to-peak distance at −1.19 ± 0.20mm, −1.40 ± 0.24% relative to 

the total range of the beam.

These results are in-line with the expectation from the recent literature comparing particle 

and X-ray modalities in terms of stopping power prediction [16, 22], and dosimetric 

accuracy in a simulation study [28]. The lower accuracy of SECT was discussed more 

than 20 years ago in the study by Schaffner et al. [3]. Noteworthy, the pig-head featured 

thicker cranial bone when compared to the human skull. As SECT based RSP prediction 

is worst for bone tissue [22], the range uncertainty of SECT based range prediction might 

be overestimated compared to the clinical case. On the other hand, while the investigated 

~ 85mm range represents a clinically realistic treatment depth (e.g. for head-and-neck 

patients), a significant portion of patients is treated for deeper seated tumors (e.g. prostate). 

For these, differences in RSP accuracy can lead to larger range differences, and the use of a 

more advanced RSP estimation modality is favored.

As a caveat, this study represents a single sampling of range prediction from the different 

systems, as it was based on a single tissue phantom. More biological sample phantoms at 

varying size and composition are needed to support a resilient conclusion on the usefulness 

of HeCT compared to the other modalities. Still, the results here provide a proof-of-concept 

that HeCT (and also pCT) acquired with an experimental prototype scanner can yield an 

image quality and range prediction accuracy comparable to that of DECT acquired with a 

commercial X-ray CT system certified and maintained as a medical product.

4.3. Image dose

All presented HeCT scans in this work were acquired from 360 projections at ~ 2.8 × 106 

particles/projection. Based on the simulation study by Piersimoni et al. [32], the absorbed 

dose to water was ~16mGy. The pCT scan acquired from 180 projections at ~ 6.2 × 106 

particles/projection the absorbed dose to water was ~4.7mGy. This is a low dose compared 

to the CTDIV ol,16 cm dose quoted for both SECT and DECT of 59mGy. Still, both values 

are larger than the dose for pCT reported in the literature, and this has to be considered 

when comparing our data to previous studies. For example, Dedes et al. [16] report a dose 
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of 2mGy for pCT scans of plastic phantoms with RSP accuracy slightly better than that of 

DECT. The higher dose delivered for the HeCT and pCT scans in our study was due to the 

relatively high dose per projection. This resulted from the chosen field parameters at the HIT 

facility, where raster scanning was not designed for the low fluence operation required for 

dose-efficient particle CT. The beam monitoring system limits the minimal beam current and 

the minimum number of particles deliverable per beam spot. This is, however, not a general 

limitation, and further optimization of the raster scanning beam delivery for low fluence 

imaging would enable lower imaging doses, e.g. by lowering the number of beam spots to 

cover the imaging field.

4.4. Imaging limitations and artefacts

In our study, HeCT suffered from image reconstruction artefacts related to the current 

US collaboration scanner prototype. Ring-like artefacts in the reconstructions are a known 

problem with the system. They result from the WEPL calibration procedure not working 

optimally at the stage interfaces of the 5-stage multistage detector. This issue has been 

investigated in detail already elsewhere [52, 16] and an empirical correction method has 

been proposed recently by Dickmann et al. [33]. Interestingly, ring artefacts were smaller 

in amplitude for HeCT compared to what has been observed for pCT. This could give 

additional insight into the origin of such artefacts and is currently being investigated as part 

of a technical comparison between helium ion and proton imaging with the detector.

In addition to the ring artefacts mentioned above, HeCT reconstructions of the spatial 

resolution phantom (Figure 4) also presented a central overestimation of RSP. This is related 

to the particles crossing the thickest part of the phantom (~20cm WET) stopping in the very 

first detector stage. Since using a ΔE-E filter to remove secondary fragments requires the 

particles to have crossed at least into the second stage of the detector, the artefact is likely 

attributed to the lack of fragment filtering for particles stopping in the first stage. In order 

to achieve accurate HeCT over the full dynamic range of the prototype (260mm WET), a 

small ΔE stage would need to be added upstream of the energy detector. In that regard, it 

is important to note that although the ΔE-E filter has been shown in simulations to also 

improve pCT [53], it was not applied to the pCT scan shown in this work. While it removed 

a similar nuclear interaction background as in simulation, we recently observed a slight 

decrease in RSP accuracy by using the filter [22].

The limitations mentioned above are introduced by the current prototype scanner, which was 

optimized for proton imaging rather than imaging with helium ions. Further optimization of 

the energy detector for helium ions may, therefore, further improve image quality. Moreover, 

it has to be mentioned that DECT also suffers from limitations. For DECT, the chosen RSP 

conversion method uses phenomenological fits to create a non-physical relationship between 

mass attenuation, elemental composition and RSP. As such, any material that falls outside 

the calibration region will suffer from extrapolation artefacts. This can be seen, for example, 

for the tooth enamel cubes (Figure 4), where the large difference in RSP (1.853 for DECT vs 

1.770 reference) is most likely attributed to the poor representation of human tissues offered 

by the CIRS enamel plastic composition[18] and the fact that the DECT RSP calibration was 
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tuned for human tissue. HeCT, as a direct method to retrieve the RSP, does not suffer from 

such issues.

4.5. Future clinical perspective

The similarity in performance of HeCT, DECT and pCT brings up the question of whether 

one should use HeCT in clinical applications at ion therapy centers. Compared to DECT, the 

major advantage of particle CT, in general, is reducing image dose to the patient. Although 

dose reduction might also be possible with iterative algorithms in DECT [6], the dose 

advantage of particle CT can still be significant for frequent imaging in adaptive therapy 

and especially beneficial for pediatric patients. Moreover, particle CT presents a direct 

method for RSP reconstruction, which would be advantageous for patients with metallic 

implants[17]. These advantages, however, are provided by both pCT and HeCT, with pCT 

offering an additional dose advantage [21]. The reasoning for HeCT resides in the improved 

spatial resolution, which is comparable to the resolution of X-ray CT[21]. Having similar 

range prediction accuracy, it is unclear whether the spatial resolution benefit of HeCT would 

provide a significant therapeutic benefit over pCT. In the simulation study by Meyer et al. 

[28], HeCT and pCT performed similarly regarding dosimetric accuracy. Still, the improved 

spatial resolution of HeCT may be advantageous in certain cases where the treatment field 

is passing along high RSP gradient edges. The possible benefit of HeCT should therefore be 

further investigated for different treatment sites in the future. There is an increasing interest 

in helium ion therapy[54, 55], with clinical implementation currently ongoing at HIT [56], 

for which HeCT could be of particular interest. It is important to note that the RSP of 

materials is independent of ion type, and HeCT, for example, would also benefit proton 

therapy in clinical practice, particularly if both ions are available in the same center. HeCT 

thus remains an attractive option for treatment planning for proton, helium and carbon ion 

therapy.

The main hurdle for clinical HeCT is the long scanning time for a full HeCT scan. For 

pCT at a cyclotron facility with uninterrupted data acquisition, a planning CT scan takes 

approximately six minutes with the US pCT prototype [29]. Ongoing efforts on detector 

developments [57, 58, 59] aim at an acquisition time of just 1 or 2 minutes in the near 

future. In order to enable continuous data acquisition for patient scans, either a rotating 

chair or a gantry capable of continuous irradiation during rotation is needed. Suitable chair 

systems have been installed, e.g. at the Shanghai Proton and Heavy Ion Center [60] and 

the Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center (Warrenville, IL, USA). Recent work has 

demonstrated the first proof of continuous irradiation during gantry rotation in the context 

of proton arc therapy[61]. At a synchrotron facility, currently the only option for HeCT, the 

beam delivery pauses a few seconds between spills, greatly increasing the scan acquisition 

time. But optimized beam delivery and image acquisition techniques could keep spill pauses 

to a minimum. Of note, due to the better noise properties of helium ions compared to 

protons [20, 21], for equal particle acquisition rate, shorter beam on time would be sufficient 

to provide the data for a HeCT scan of the same noise quality as a pCT scan.

Using HeCT as an independent method for treatment planning would require an extra 

planning session for the patient in the treatment room. Considering the tight economic 
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constraints placed on particle therapy facilities, it is an open question if this would be 

feasible for every patient. On the other hand, helium ion radiographies could be acquired in 

few seconds with existing equipment. In clinical practice, one could use DECT to generate 

the treatment plan, and helium or proton radiography for independent verification and 

patient specific optimization of the CT calibration [62]. This may currently be the most 

practical use of helium ions for imaging. HeCT (or pCT) could be reserved for selected 

cases, e.g., pediatric cases, patients with metal implants, or cases where the beam stops 

near an organ at risk. The potential of HeCT for heterogeneous geometries demonstrated in 

this work suggests that it could also be used as an independent quality assurance tool for 

SECT/DECT-based treatment planning.

5. Conclusion

This work presents an evaluation of the spatial resolution and RSP accuracy possible with 

HeCT acquired with a prototype scanner. In addition, a first evaluation of the accuracy 

of HeCT based range prediction in a heterogeneous tissue phantom has been provided. 

Results were compared to SECT, DECT and pCT, where HeCT showed an overall promising 

potential. Offering a spatial resolution and range accuracy comparable to that of DECT at 

lower image dose and without the need for empirical conversion methods, HeCT remains an 

attractive option for future particle therapy treatment planning. Technological improvements 

are still needed to reduce scan acquisition times and to enable clinical implementation.
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Appendix A.: Convergence of the iterative particle CT reconstruction 

algorithm

Figure A1(a) shows the convergence of the MAPE with the number of DROP-TVS iterations 

for different image dose and number of projections, at otherwise equal reconstruction 

parameters (same as used for the phantom in the main text). The 180 projections and 90 

projections represent reconstructions when using only every second or fourth projection 

from the data. The label ‘dose norm.’ indicates reconstructions normalized to the dose of the 

90 projection scan by randomly removing 75% and 50% of the recorded events for each of 

the 360 and 180 projection reconstructions, respectively. For the same settings, figure A1(b) 

depicts the standard deviation of the percentage RSP error averaged over all inserts in the 

phantom. It can be seen that for higher imaging doses, a low number of iterations produces 

an increased MAPE, and convergence settles later compared to lower imaging doses. The 

reconstruction from 90 projections returned the overall lowest MAPE. However, the low 

dose reconstructions also come at the highest noise.
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Figure A1: 
a) Mean absolute percentage error of the HeCT reconstructed image of the CTP404 module 

as function of number of projection (90, 180, 360) used to reconstruct the scan, dose 

(full dose or dose-normalized to the 90 projection scan, denoted dose norm.), and number 

of iterations of the DROP-TVS iterative reconstruction algorithm. b) Same for the mean 

standard deviation of the RSP error for the inserts.

Appendix B.: Comparison of pCT and HeCT at equal number of projections

Figure B1(a) shows a comparison between pCT and HeCT reconstructed slices of the 

tissue phantom, where the HeCT was reconstructed from only 180 out of the 360 acquired 

projections at the same reconstruction parameters as in the main text. Figure B1(b) shows 

a central line profile through the reconstructed slices in Figure B1(a) as indicated by the 

horizontal lines. The use of fewer projection angles for HeCT resulted in increased noise, 

but the reconstructions still yielded an advantage in visual spatial resolution, visible, e.g., at 

bone structures. It has to be noted, that due to the DROP-TVS algorithm’s convergence 

depending on the number of events as shown in Appendix A, different DROP-TVS 

parameters may be better suited for the reconstruction of the 180 projection HeCT, possibly 

improving image noise.

Figure B1: 
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a) Comparison of pCT and HeCT of the tissue phantom, where the HeCT was 

reconstructed from only 180 out of the 360 projections. The voxel size in both cases was 

0.97×0.97×2mm3, and the same DROP-TVS parameters as used for the reconstruction of 

this phantom in the main text were chosen. b) Comparison of the central line profiles.
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Figure 1: 
a) Photograph of the experimental particle CT setup at the HIT experimental cave. b) 

Schematic depiction of the scanner and phantom together with a sketch of the energy loss 

distribution in the 5-stage scintillator (view from top).
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Figure 2: 
Custom designed pig head phantom. Figure (a) Shows the finished phantom, including the 

brain insert with EBT-XD films. (b) Presents a SECT HU reconstruction of the phantom 

(C=0HU, W=2000HU).
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Figure 3: 
a) Reconstructed central slice of an experimental HeCT of the sensitometry module. The 

colored circles indicate the ROI used for RSP analysis. Blue is Teflon, orange Delrin, brown 

PMMA, green polystyrene, red LDPE, purple PMP. b) RSP accuracy for the six inserts of 

the CTP404 sensitometry module as compared to reference measurements. The error bars 

indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 4: 
a) Central slice of an experimental HeCT reconstructed image of the custom spatial 

resolution phantom. b) Same slice of an RSP converted DECT scan. c) and d) Mean 

MTFs evaluated from all four cubes at each radial position. The shaded regions indicate the 

standard deviation. The regions of interest for each cube are shown in a) and b), respectively. 

The other cubes were assessed by 90° rotations of the image data.
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Figure 5: 
Slice through the reconstructed CT scans from a) SECT, b) DECT, c) pCT and d) HeCT. 

Note, the HeCT was reconstructed from 360 projections separated by 1° steps and the pCT 

from 180 projections separated by 2° steps
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Figure 6: 
Line profile through the reconstructed slices of the tissue sample phantom as indicated by 

the dashed lines in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: 
Relative difference in RSP between HeCT and the three other modalities investigated for a 

central reconstructed slice of the custom pig-head phantom after rigid image registration. a) 

HeCT and DECT, b) HeCT and pCT, c) HeCT and SECT.
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Figure 8: 
a) Dose distribution of the proton beam as simulated in a Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation 

based on the HeCT reconstruction of the pig-head phantom. The dose was normalized to the 

maximum value. b)-d) Relative difference between the dose calculated on HeCT and that of 

DECT, SECT and pCT, respectively, in percent of the peak dose of the proton beam. Values 

below 1% of the peak dose where masked. The difference maps are overlayed on the HeCT 

reconstructed slice.
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Figure 9: 
Comparison between the film measured proton depth dose curve, and the Monte Carlo 

simulated depth dose curves based on each CT modality. Shaded regions correspond to the 

uncertainty, the error bars of the film reference indicate the difference between the two 

measurements performed to generate the curve.
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